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INTRODUCTION
Pd.education by DoctoralNet provides you with professional development and directed learning modules aimed to help you create success, towards graduation and throughout the rest of your life. This manual is designed for you to keep and refer to as you
come across needs for support.
This is a good time to ensure that you realise that support may come from several sources as we use many tools, all aimed at your
sucess. So if you see BigMarker, they are our partners in helping us provide webinars. Mailchimp sends you emails from us and
once in a while you’ll see both pd.education or doctoralnet used to refer to our company. It’s all good!
Your university is paying for these services which are free to you for as much support as you want to make use of. You are also free
to unsubscribe. Just know that if you do there is no going back with most of our partners. You may not need help now, but that
does not mean you won’t throughout your time in graduate school.
Finally, we wish you only the best and want you to consider us part of your network of support.
All the best,

Alana, Margie, Sonia, Siobhan and Laura
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A. ACCESS & USER PROFILE

pd.education
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You can access your portal account through the following link. Once you are there, choose
your university log in link

https://pd.education

A.1 - Login

Enter your login and password into the
login mask. If you don’t have your login
credentials yet, contact your Graduate
School or margie@pd.education
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A.2 - User profile and subscriptions
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Under “My account” menu item, click on
“Visitor Center”, for links to “My profile” and “My
subscriptions”. Go here to update/change the
security and privacy of your information as you
use this site.

A.3 - My control panel

As soon as you login to your account you
will be redirected to “My Control Panel”
where you will find links to all of the
goodies you have access to.
You will find explanations of all the tools in
the following pages.
When surfing this website, if you ever
get lost, you can always go back to “My
Control Panel” under “My account” menu
item.
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You need other
type of help?

A.4 - Bug report & personalized help
You found a bug? Something is not working
right?. Complete the form located under menu
item “My account” -> “Report a Bug” and let us
know the problem. One of our support staff will
get back to you asap.

Reach us at:
margie@pd.education -> 4 Help finding resources
sonia@pd.education -> 4 Website issues
siobhan@pd.education -> 4 General info
alana@pd.education -> 4 Webinar info
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B. CONTENT

pd.education
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B.1 - Tags

*Find them under “Topics”
menu item

Academic Writing
Argumentation
Criticality
Getting Published
Graduation Prep

Job Prep
Research Design
Thesis Design & Proposal
Tools & Hacks
Wellness

These tags are the way we organize all the content on the site. Looking for
something but not sure just what? Try searching through any one of these and see
the full range of content from which you can choose.
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You can also find content by “phases”. Designing research is iterative. You
move from one section of ideas and plans to another, only to have to go
back and redo based on changes you are making. Yet they are taught in a
sequential manner. These tools bridge those gaps and give you content
step by step

B.2 - Phases

* Find them under “Search by
phases” menu item
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B.3 - By Type of content

Articles

Slides

Self-assesments /
automations

Leaning snippets

Downloads

Videos

Maps

Webinars

Content is also organized by “type”, so it is easy filterable using 2 tools:

Search bar just below top menu
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Left sidebar in “My Control Panel”

C. NOT TO MISS TOOLS

pd.education
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C.1 - Personalized PD plan development
* Find it in “My Control Panel” in
“My todo list” sidebar
Professional development is your choice,
aimed to help your individual needs, but
with so much to choose from, the process
can also be overwhelming. The personal
professional development plan is a quick
and easy way for you to sort out what
you need most at the moment. Basically
this tool takes you through the 10 tags
and you choose if that skill is a strength,
opportunity, weakness or threat in your
life. With each scoring you can determine
where to start your journey so that you
have the greatest success at the end.
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C.2 - Research design self assessments
* Find it in “My Control Panel” in “Self assess ideas and writing” sidebar

Self assessments help early stage researchers
check their ideas against common criteria,
allowing you to see the full range of considerations
that you need to take into account.
When you finish the assessment you will receive
a pdf which you can print and share with your
supervisor or committee chair. This will help them
see how you rate your ideas against the criteria,
and if they disagree, it will open an excellent
teaching conversation.
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C.3 - Calendar for the month

Come back to the site regularly to check
the calendar. Updated as new activities
are added, the calendar includes links
to webinars, series and office hours - all
aimed to propel your graduate success.

* Find it in “My Control Panel”
left sidebar

TIP: Add it to your Google Calendar and
don’t miss any of our webinars.
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Most webinars are recorded and available
to you as videos. Some of the most
important are listed under your account
on the “on demand video” link.

C.4- Snippets & videos

Some topics are complex which we may
make into shorter snippets to give you the
option to view before committing to the
full video.

* Find them under “Videos”
menu item
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C.5 - Downloads center

Academic work frequently ends
with several types of artifacts:
webinars, video, and written backup,
documents or slides. The written
artifacts are held in the downloads
center. Go there if you are looking for
slides, checklist, how-to manuals or
exemplars used in the webinars.

* Find it under “Resources”
menu item
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C.6 - Opt-ins

Opt-ins are experiences delivered
by email. They range from 30 day
challenges, 10 day boosts, or series,
designed to help stalled students move
ahead. to help stalled students move
ahead. Two of the most popular are the
Monday motivations and the Friday
academic writing emails.

* Find it under “Resources”
menu item
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C.7 - Boxed sets

Just like with TV shows,
sometimes we want all the
videos on a topic area in one
place. Series come and go
but boxed sets come to your
email and you can stash them
for later or ongoing use.

* Find them under
“Resources” menu item
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C.8 - Apps

Are you someone who uses your phone
for everything? Then you will like our
app, which is the fastest way to check
out and sign up for the latest webinar,
find a bit of motivation or just ensure you
haven’t missed an opt-in to provide you
with just the right support right now!

* You can find download links
in “My Control Panel” sidebar
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C.9 - International community of webinars

Last but not at all least, webinars! 85% of all the
students who use our services go to webinars
and join in the international community of
scholars who also attend. Learn from others
as you build your own reflective practice to
catch up on subtleties you may have missed
but which are now causing a slow down. The
webinars are also valuable when you want a bit
of community and to share with other students
who face similar challenges.

* You can find upcoming webinars in “My
Control Panel” sidebar or see them all HERE
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D. DIRECT LEARNING MODULES WITH
AN ED

pd.education
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D.1 - Overview
Directed learning modules make use of
synchronous and pre-recorded webinars
and other types of content for adult learners.
Arranged in modules, the content points you
to the subtleties of these topics. Whether
you learn socially, through watching videos,
reading text or completing tasks, each
module has some learning experiences that
should work to help you with the intricacies of
graduate research and writing.
You can find “Modules” in different ways:
• Under “Direct Learning” menu item,
click “Select Learning Modules” to
access available “modules”
• In “My Control Panel” you have direct
links to them
Watch for new modules as they develop.
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D.2 - Module content

1
1.- Start the module
2.- Module overview
3.- Forum discussion on the topic
4.- Related articles
5.- Related webinars
6.- Test your competences and
get your badge
7.- Take the survey and help us
improve.
8.- Check what lessons you have
viewed already
9.- Content separated by Master
or Doctoral students or both.
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3
4
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5
6
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D.3 - Tips on usage

2
3
4
5
1.- Lesson description and notes
2.- Collapse right sidebar
3.- Close lessons and back to
module
4.- Already viewed lessons
5.- Displayed lesson
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D.4 - Earn badges & endorsements

Badges come to you automatically once every 6 weeks or
so, noticing the professional development work you have
done in the recent past. Feel free to share them on social
media. Endorsements are earned with reflective practice.
You can learn more about that and see an endorsement
letter by visiting...

https://pd.education/how-to-earn-badges-endorsements.html
TIP: You can earn more through completing the directed learning modules on research
design and dissertation/thesis writing.
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D.5 - Forum

You now have the option to participate
in a global forum with other Masters
and Doctoral students and early career
researchers. Ask questions, share your
comments or just say hello, who knows
who may become part of your extended
network?
You can access forum from 2 places:
• Inside each module, on section 2
you will find a link to each related forum
category
• Under “Directed Learning” you can
find a direct link to all forum categories.
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